世界遺産フォト展覧会
THE WORLD HERITAGE SITES IN JAPAN PHOTOGRAPHY EXHIBITION
Brought to you by the Japan-America Society of Greater Austin

APR 06 · 6:30 pm
2017
Opening event
April 5 - April 25
9 am - 5 pm
Complimentary event at TEL Lobby
2400 Grove Blvd, Austin, TX 78741

Kazuyoshi Miyauchi was born in Tottori Prefecture, Japan, and graduated from Tokai University. Shortly after graduation, he founded his own photo agency, and received the Kimura bai Award for his photography book Paradise (Paradisi). At the time, Miyauchi was the youngest photographer ever to receive the award.

Beginning with a visit to Gionami at the age of 13, Miyauchi has traveled extensively to photograph regions all over the world, including the Maldives, Tahiti, Africa, India, the Himalayas, and Antarctic Base. His works are included in the permanent collection of the George Eastman House International Museum of Photography and Film in the USA.